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Abstract

Cooperative peer-to-peer applications are designed to share the resources of each participating computer for the common good of everyone. However, users do not necessarily have an incentive to donate resources to the system if they can use the system’s resources for free.

This thesis presents mechanisms to enforce fair sharing of limiting resources in peer-to-peer systems. Storage fairness is enforced by requiring nodes to publish their storage records and allowing auditing to those records. Bandwidth fairness is enforced by having nodes locally track the amount of data transferred and limiting each node’s interactions to a small number of nodes that are proven trustworthy. Thus, a node must provide good service to receive good service. For storage systems to be efficient, nodes should provide overcapacity. Based on an economic analysis of utility functions, we show how the overcapacity parameter should be set and why clustering of the system would benefit users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A large number of peer-to-peer (p2p) systems have been developed recently, providing a general-purpose network substrate [MM02, RFH+01, RD01a, SMK+01, ZKJ01] suitable for sharing files [DKK+01, DR01], among other applications. In practice, particularly with widespread p2p systems such as Napster, Gnutella, or Kazaa (see, e.g., Oram [Ora01]), many users may choose to consume the resources of other users in the p2p systems without providing any of their own resources for the use of others [AH00]. Users have no natural incentive to provide services to their peers if it is not somehow required of them.

This thesis considers methods to design such requirements directly into the p2p system. While we could take a traditional quota enforcement approach, requiring some kind of trusted authority to give a user “permission” to store files, or even to make requests on the p2p system, such notions are hard to create in a system of decentralized peers. Why should some peers be placed in a position of authority over others? If all nodes were to publish their resource usage records, directly, where other nodes are auditing those records as a part of the normal functioning of the system, or if each node can apply fairness measures locally, we might be able to create a system where nodes have natural incentives to publish their records accurately and share their resources fairly. Ideally, we would like to design a system where nodes, acting selfishly, behave collectively to maximize the common welfare.

1.1 Motivation

In cooperative p2p applications, users are assumed to share their resources in exchange for the right to consume resources of others. The theory behind is that remote resources have higher value than local resources (fault tolerance, etc.). Participation benefits all parties if
the trade is fair. Ideally, these applications are extremely scalable, since the demand and supply of resources should both grow with the number of participants. However, in real Internet applications, it is observed that many people consume resources but do not contribute their resources for others to use. These users are referred as “free riders” or “freeloaders” and the situation “the tragedy of the commons” [Har68]. In a study of Gnutella, Adar and Huberman [AH00] found that 70% of users free ride, and half of the total requests are served by 1% of the users. Free riding is a real threat that has to be dealt with for p2p applications to maximize the benefit of all participants.

The most widely deployed p2p application to date is file sharing. Depending on the use model, the limiting resources could be different. For an archival system, storage space may be the limiting resource. For popular file sharing systems, the limiting resource is more likely the upload bandwidth. Different mechanisms are required to enforce the fair sharing of different resources. However, without a trusted central authority to enforce these mechanisms, we have to rely on the nodes themselves for the enforcement. Thus, it is also necessary to understand the economic behaviors of individual user to guarantee that rational users have the incentive to abide the rules and enforce the mechanisms.

1.2 Contributions

We investigate the fairness problem on p2p file sharing systems. The major contributions of this thesis include the following:

- Defines the threat models of resources abuse in p2p systems.
- Presents a novel decentralized auditing mechanism with low overhead to guarantee storage space fairness.
- Shows that a simple accounting scheme works well to encourage fair bandwidth sharing.
- Shows that p2p systems can be analyzed with traditional economic game-theoretic analysis techniques.
• Provides a foundation for modeling resources and preferences.

• Analyzes individual preferences and utility functions and shows how the systems can be designed and administrated to improve global utility.

1.3 Organization

This thesis contains works that appeared in two earlier publications [NWD03, FNW03], as well as some previously unpublished material. The remainder of this chapter provides necessary background of the p2p substrate Pastry, the p2p storage system PAST, and some inherit security concerns of all p2p systems. Chapter 2 discusses mechanisms to ensure fair sharing of storage in p2p systems. Chapter 3 considers fair sharing in p2p systems where bandwidth is the constraining resource. Chapter 4 analyzes an economic model of agent behavior in fair storage sharing. Related work is discussed at the end of each chapter. In Chapter 5, we conclude with some ideas for future research.

1.4 Background

The designs in this thesis are intended to work well for a wide variety of different peer-to-peer systems, although for concreteness we will describe our system in terms of Pastry [RD01a] and PAST [RD01b].

**Pastry** is a structured p2p overlay network designed to be self-organizing, highly scalable, and fault tolerant. In such overlays, every node and every object is assigned a unique identifier randomly chosen from a large id space, referred to as a nodesId and key, respectively. Given a message and a key, Pastry can route the message to the live node whose nodeId is numerically closest to the key in less than \( \log_{16} N \) hops, where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the system.

**PAST** is a storage system built on top of a structured overlay and can be viewed as a distributed hash table (DHT). Each stored item in PAST is given a 160 bit key (hereafter referred to as the *handle*), and replicas of an object are stored at the \( k \) live nodes whose
nodeIds are the numerically closest to the object’s handle (these nodes are called a *replica set*). PAST maintains the invariant that the object is replicated on $k$ nodes, where $k$ is the *replication factor*, regardless of node addition or failure. If a node in the replica set is out of space, the object will be diverted to a node close in nodeId space but not in the replica set, and stored there temporarily. The handle is built from a cryptographically secure hash (e.g., SHA-1) applied to the data being stored. As such, the handle has sufficient information for the holder of the handle to verify that the actual file has not been modified in transit.

### 1.5 Threat models

Before talking about our designs, it is important to first understand the threats such designs must address. We consider three adversarial models:

**No collusion** Nodes, acting on their own, wish to gain an unfair advantage over the system, but they have no peers with which to collude.

**Minority collusion** A subset of the p2p system, which may be controlled by one or multiple agents, is willing to form a conspiracy to lie about their resource usage. However, it is assumed that most nodes in the p2p system are uninterested in joining the conspiracy.

**Minority bribery** Like minority collusion, a subset of the nodes will form a conspiracy to lie about their usage, however, the adversary may choose specific nodes to join the conspiracy, perhaps offering them a bribe in the form of unfairly increased resource usage.

### 1.6 Secure routing and centralized authority

In studying routing security for p2p systems, Castro et al. [CDG+02] focused only on minority collusions. Bribery would allow very small conspiracies of nodes to defeat the secure routing primitives. In this thesis, we assume the correctness of the underlying p2p
system. In particular, we assume that each user gets one node identifier that cannot be forged, and that messages sent into the p2p system will reach their correct destination.

Pastry, like other structured p2p overlays, assumes that nodeIds are assigned randomly and uniformly from the 160-bit space of possible identifiers. Attackers who can choose nodeIds can compromise the integrity of Pastry or any other structured p2p overlay. Even when they cannot choose nodeIds, they may still be able to mount "Sybil" attacks if they can obtain a large number of legitimate nodeIds easily [Dou02]. Such attacks can be prevented only by limiting the attacker's ability to join the system multiple times. Castro et al. [CDG+02] consider several approaches to accomplish this, although the only robust approach they identify requires a trusted central authority (CA) to issue entrance permits. Aside from issuing such permits, the CA is otherwise uninvolved in the operation of the p2p system, limiting the damage that can be caused if the CA is offline. The CA is assumed to serve the common good and all members of the p2p system must fully trust the CA. As such, the CA can potentially be extended for other operations requiring a globally trusted authority, but the CA's responsibilities must be limited to preserve the scalability and reliability of the p2p system.
Chapter 2

Storage-Constraining Systems

We first consider p2p storage systems, e.g., remote archival systems. In these systems, nodes store their data remotely on other nodes but rarely retrieve their data. A simple fair policy is to require each node providing the same amount of storage space it is using from the system. We consider different architectures for achieving fair storage sharing. This chapter is based on an earlier paper [NWD03].

2.1 Introduction

We describe three possible designs for storage accounting systems. These designs are targeted at p2p applications where storage space (i.e., free disk space) is the limited commodity in the system. An example of a system like this is a remote backup services, where only the writer of a given data block might want to read it (assuming the data is encrypted to preserve the writer's confidentiality). The data may go unread until the writer suffers some kind of catastrophic equipment failure.

We note that the ability to consume resources, such as remote disk storage, is a form of commodity, where remote resources have more value to a node than its local storage. When nodes exchange their local storage for others' remote storage, the trade benefits both parties, giving an incentive for them to cooperate. As such, there is no need for cash or other forms of real-world money to exchange hands; the economy can be expressed strictly in terms of single-good barter schemes in storage.
2.2 Assumptions

For all designs, we assume the existence of a public key infrastructure, allowing any node to digitally sign a file such that any other node can verify, yet it is computationally infeasible for others to forge; such an infrastructure can be provided by the CA. Because our CA’s sole purpose is to assign nodeIds, it is not involved in regular p2p transactions. This reduces the cost to implement the CA, as it needs not provide highly available, scalable, or redundant service.

In our designs, it is also imperative to ensure that nodes are actually storing the files they claim to store. This is guaranteed by the following challenge mechanism.

2.2.1 Challenge mechanism

For each file a node is storing, it periodically picks a node that stores a replica of the same file as a target, and notifies all other replicas holders of the file that it is challenging that target. Then it randomly selects a few blocks of the file and a random key, and queries the target for a keyed hash of those blocks. The target can answer correctly only if it has the file. The target may ask another replica holder for a copy of the file, but any such request during a challenge would cause the challenger to be notified, and thus be able to restart the challenge for another file. A potential problem is that colluding nodes storing replicas of the same file could just store one copy instead of two, however this would be unlikely to occur. The nodes responsible for replicating a given file are typically constrained; in PAST, for example, they are the set of adjacent nodes with nodeIds closest to the object handle. With random nodeId assignment, few colluders would be adjacent to each other in nodeId space.
2.3 Basic designs

2.3.1 Smart cards

The original PAST paper [DR01] suggested the use of smart cards to enforce storage quotas. The smart card produces signed endorsements of a node’s requests to consume remote storage, while charging that space to an internal counter. When storage is reclaimed, the remote node returns a signed message that the smart card can verify before crediting its internal counter.

Smart cards avoid the bandwidth overheads of the decentralized designs discussed later. However, smart cards must be issued by a trusted organization, and periodically reissued to invalidate compromised cards. Users must also have suitable interfaces to connect the smart cards to their computers. The higher costs of sustaining such an organization make it appears unsuitable for grass-roots p2p systems.

2.3.2 Quota managers

If each smart card was replaced by a collection of nodes in the p2p system, the same design would still be applicable. We can define the manager set for a node to be a set of nodes adjacent to that node in the nodeId space (i.e., a subset of that node’s leaf set), making them easy for other parties to discover and verify. Each manager must remember the amount of storage consumed by the nodes it manages and must endorse all requests from the managed nodes to store new files. To be robust against minority collusion, a remote node would insist that a majority of the manager nodes agree that a given request is authorized, requiring the manager set to perform, perhaps a Byzantine agreement protocol [CL99] or possibly a k-of-n secret splitting digital signature.

The drawback of this design is that request approval has a relatively high latency and the number of malicious nodes in any manager set must be less than one third of the set size. Furthermore, managers suffer no direct penalty if they grant requests that would be correctly denied, and thus could be vulnerable to bribery attacks.
2.4 Auditing

While the smart card and quota manager designs are focused on enforcing quotas, an alternative approach is to require nodes to maintain their own records and publish them, such that other nodes can audit those records. Of course, nodes have no inherent reason to publish their records accurately. This section describes how we can create natural economic disincentives to nodes lying in their records.

2.4.1 Usage files

Every node maintains a usage file, digitally signed, which is available for any other node to read. The usage file has three sections:

• the advertised capacity this node is providing to the system;

• a local list of (nodeId, handle) pairs, containing the identifiers and sizes of all files that the node is storing locally on behalf of other nodes; and

• a remote list of handles of all the files published by this node (stored remotely), with their sizes.

Together, the local and remote lists describe all the credits and debits to a node’s account. Note that the nodeIds for the peers storing the files are not stored in the remote list, since this information can be found using mechanisms in the storage system (e.g., PAST). We say a node is “under quota,” and thus allowed to write new files into the system, when its advertised capacity minus the sum of the files in its remote list multiplied with the number of replications, is positive. Since the entries in local/remote lists have to be matched, all usage files have to be balanced. By increasing the advertised capacity, a node can store more files on the system, but it also has to make an equal amount of space available. By adding matched pairs in the local list of one node and the remote list of another, the credit is transferred from the latter node to the former.

When a node A wishes to store a file $F_1$ on another node $B$, first $B$ must fetch $A$’s usage file to verify that $A$ is under quota. Then, two records are created: $A$ adds $F_1$ to its remote
list and $B$ adds $(A, F_1)$ to its local list. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Of course, $A$ might fabricate the contents of its usage file to convince $B$ to improperly accept its files.

### 2.4.2 Attacks and audits

We must provide incentives for $A$ to tell the truth. To game the system, $A$ might normally attempt to either *inflate* its advertised capacity or *deflate* the sum of its remote list. If $A$ were to increase its advertised capacity beyond the amount of disk it actually has, this might allow $A$ to consume more space than it is actually providing when the system is significantly under capacity. We believe that this is not the probable case, since providing additional space creates additional bandwidth overhead in storing files and challenges. The utility function of the users, as we will show in Section 4.2, also suggest that providing more space to the system than is required of them decreases their utility. Moreover, if the system is underutilized, nodes consuming unfair space is not a serious issue. When the utilization becomes high, $A$ will attract storage requests that it cannot honor. $A$ might compensate by creating fraudulent entries in its local list, to claim the storage is being used. To prevent fraudulent entries in either list, we define an auditing procedure that $B$, or any other node, may perform on $A$.

If $B$ detects that $F_1$ is missing from $A$’s remote list, then $B$ can feel free to delete the
file.* After all, A is no longer “paying” for it. Because an audit could be gamed if A knew the identity of its auditor, anonymous communication is required, and can be accomplished using a technique similar to Crowds [RR98]. So long as every node that has a relationship with A is auditing it at randomly chosen intervals, A cannot distinguish whether it is being audited by B or any other node with files in its remote list. We refer to this process as a normal audit.

Normal auditing, alone, does not provide a disincentive to inflation of the local list. For every entry in A’s local list, there should exist an entry for that file in another node’s remote list. An auditor could fetch the usage file from A and then connect to every node mentioned in A’s local list to test for matching entries. This would detect inconsistencies in A’s usage file, but A could collude with other nodes to push its debts off its own books. To fully audit A, the auditor would need to audit the nodes reachable from A’s local list, and recursively audit the nodes reachable from those local lists. Eventually, the audit would discover a cheating anchor where the books did not balance (see Fig. 2.2). Implementing such a recursive audit would be prohibitively expensive. Instead, we require all nodes in the p2p overlay to perform random auditing. With a lower frequency than their normal audits, each node should choose a node at random from the p2p overlay. The auditor fetches the usage file, and verifies it against the nodes mentioned in that file’s local list. Assuming all nodes perform these random audits on a regular schedule, every node will be audited, on a regular basis, with high probability.

To see how frequently each node would be audited, consider a system with N nodes, where c ≪ N nodes are conspiring. Assume the c conspiring nodes build a cheating chain, where there is only one cheating anchor. The probability that the cheating anchor is not random audited by any non-conspiring node in one period is \( \left( \frac{N-c}{N-1} \right)^{N-c} \), which approaches to 1/e ≈ 0.368 for large N. In other words, the cheating anchor would be discovered in three periods with probability over 95%.

---

*In practice, B should give A a grace period as A might be facing a transient failure and actually need the backup.
Recall that usage files are digitally signed by their node. Once a cheating anchor has been discovered, its usage file is effectively a signed confession of its misbehavior! This confession can be presented as evidence toward ejecting the cheater from the p2p system. Unlike reputation systems, the proof is non-repudiable, regardless of the credibility of the auditor. With the cheating anchor ejected, other cheaters who depended on the cheating anchor will now be exposed and subject to ejection, themselves. This would not affect non-conspiring nodes, however, as they can simply delete the involved files and make the space available for other storage requests.

We note that this design is robust even against bribery attacks, because the collusion will still be discovered and the cheaters ejected. We also note that since everybody, including auditors, benefits when cheaters are discovered and ejected from the p2p system, nodes do have an incentive to perform these random audits [FG02].

2.4.3 Extensions

Selling overcapacity. As described above, a node cannot consume more resources from the system than it provides itself. However, it is easy to imagine nodes who want to consume more resources than they provide, and, likewise, nodes who provide more resources than they wish to consume. Naturally, this overcapacity could be sold, perhaps through an
online bidding system [CGM02a], for real-world money. These trades could be directly indicated in the local and remote lists. For example, if $D$ sells 1GB to $E$, $D$ can write $(E, 1GB$ trade) in its remote list, and $E$ writes $(D, 1GB$ trade) in its local list. All the auditing mechanisms continue to function.

**Reducing communication.** Another issue is that fetching usage logs repeatedly could result in serious communication overhead, particularly for nodes with slow net connections. To address this, we implemented three optimizations. First, rather than sending the usage logs through the overlay route used to reach it, they can be sent directly over the Internet: one hop from the target node to the anonymizing relay, and one hop to the auditing node. Second, since an entry in a remote list would be audited by all nodes replicating the logs, those replicas can alternately audit that node to share the cost of auditing. Third, we can reduce communication by only transmitting diffs of usage logs, since the logs change slowly. We must be careful that the anonymity of auditors is not compromised. For instance, a node could use version numbers to act as cookies to track auditors. To address this, the auditor needs to, with some probability, request the complete usage logs.

### 2.4.4 Cheating patterns

While cheating chains can be easily discovered and ejected from the system, a possible attack is for the cheating node to push back its debt to another node which, when audited, will push back its debt to another node, eventually forming a cycle instead of a chain. This might be attempted either with or without increasing the advertised capacity. We consider both cases.

Without increasing the advertised capacity, a cheating node can only balance its usage file by removing some entries from its remote list. By forcing nodes to maintain logs of changes made to their usage files (as described in Section 2.4.3), and marking each update with the (logical) timestamps of all involved parties [Lam78], we can force the cheating anchor to give a total order on all its changes. If a node claims to remove an entry from its
remote list after it has exceeded its quota, its log would be a signed confession that it has cheated. Otherwise, it has to withdraw a file from the system before storing new files. This eliminates any benefit the node might get, for itself, by participating in a cheating chain.

By increasing its advertised capacity without bound, a node might be able to gain additional storage credit in the system, hoping to take advantage of the system operating far below its actual capacity. While a freeloading agent might temporarily benefit from abusing other nodes’ excess capacity, these freeloaders will be discovered and ejected as the system’s free space decreases and they eventually cannot support the local storage demand of them. Thus, when legitimate nodes need space, freeloaders will be naturally pushed out of the way.

If the system is operating at or near its capacity, then any report of increased capacity on one node will immediately attract more files to be stored on that node. A node might try to simultaneously increase its published capacity and its list of locally stored files, claiming to be full; the nodes responsible for replicating these objects will notice the discrepancy.

2.5 Experiments

In this section, we present some simulation results of the communication costs of the quota managers and the auditing system. For our simulations, we assume all nodes are following the rules and no nodes are cheating. Storage spaces are chosen from truncated normal distribution, while file sizes are chosen from Pareto distribution\(^\dagger\) with shape parameter \(\alpha = 1.3\). The storage space of each node is chosen from 2 to 200GB, with an average of 50GB. We varied the average file size across experiments. In each day of simulated time, 1% of the files are reclaimed and republished. Two challenges are made to random replicas per file a node is storing per day.

\(^\dagger\)Empirical measurement showed that WWW file size distribution is heavy-tailed, similar in spirit to Pareto distribution [CB96]. The bandwidth consumed for auditing is dependent on the number, rather than the size, of files being stored. We also performed simulations using real file system traces and obtained similar results.
For quota managers, we implemented Castro et al.'s BFT algorithm [CL99]. BFT is a state machine replication algorithm that tolerates Byzantine faults provided fewer than 1/3 of the replicas are faulty, and provides safety and liveness in asynchronous environments like the Internet. We configured each manager set to have ten nodes, allowing BFT to tolerate up to three faulty nodes in the manager set. With larger manager sets, we could tolerate more faults, at a cost of more communication. For auditing, normal audits are performed on average four times daily on each entry in a node's remote list and random audits are done once per day. We simulated both with and without caching usage files, and included all the other optimizations described in Section 2.4.3.

Our simulations include per-node overhead for Pastry-style routing lookups as well as choosing one node, at random, to create one level of indirection on audit requests. The latter provides weak anonymity sufficient for our purposes. Note that we only measure the communication overhead due to storage accounting. In particular, we exclude the cost of p2p overlay maintenance and storing/fetching of files, since it is not relevant to our comparison. Unless otherwise specified, all simulations are done with 10,000 nodes, 180 files stored per nodes, and an average node lifetime of 14 days.

2.5.1 Results

Figure 2.3 shows the average upstream bandwidth required per node, as a function of the number of nodes (the average required downstream bandwidth is identical). The per-node bandwidth requirement is almost constant, thus all systems scale well with the size of the overlay network.

Figure 2.4 shows the bandwidth requirement as a function of the number of files stored per node. The overheads grow linearly with the number of files, but for auditing without caching, it grows nearly twice as fast as the other two designs. If a p2p storage system is used for large files, such as might be expected for backup systems, this overhead would be inconsequential. Nodes can be incentivized to store a smaller number of larger files by defining a minimum file size. In the event that bandwidth does eventually become a con-
cern, storage might no longer be a bottleneck. Such situations are discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.3 shows the overhead versus average node lifetime. The overhead for quota managers grows rapidly when the node lifetime gets shorter, mostly from the cost in joining and leaving manager sets and from approving file insertions for nodes newly joined the system. While most Internet-based file-sharing systems have relatively short node lifetimes, we would expect that a p2p storage system would use maintained office machines rather than home computers, and thus have longer node lifetimes. Long lifetimes will be necessary, in any case, to avoid having normal use of the system dominated by the bandwidth costs of maintenance and replication [BR03].

Our simulations have also shown that quota managers are more affected by the file turnover rate, due to the higher cost for voting. Also, the size of manager sets determines the vulnerability of the quota manager design. To tolerate more malicious nodes, we need to increase the size of manager sets, which would result in a higher cost.

In summary, auditing with caching has a very low overhead, linear in the number of files stored and scaling well as the number of nodes in the system grows. Relative to the
Figure 2.4: Overhead with different number of files stored per node.

Figure 2.5: Overhead with different average node lifetime.
bandwidth required for storing and retrieving files, the auditing overhead is of the order of
tens of bps, only a small fraction of a typical p2p node’s bandwidth that would participate
on an archival system. Auditing provides a practical and bandwidth-efficient mechanism to
ensure fair sharing in storage-constrained systems, providing resistance to malicious nodes
and scalability to large p2p systems.

2.6 Related work

Storage sharing

Tangler [WM01] is designed to provide censorship-resistant publication over a small num-
ber of servers (i.e., less than 30), exchanging data frequently with one another. To maintain
fairness, Tangler requires servers to obtain “certificates” from other servers which can be
redeemed to publish files for a limited time. A new server can only obtain these certificates
by providing storage for the use of other servers and is not allowed to publish anything for
its first month online. As such, new servers must have demonstrated good service to the
p2p system before being allowed to consume any system services.

Palimpsest [RH03], Tangler, and earlier systems like Gnutella and FreeNet all provide
ephemeral storage. The p2p system makes no guarantees that a file will be available indef-
initely. While popular files can be widely replicated, unpopular files will disappear for lack
of interest and would then need to be reinserted. This contrasts with our own work, where
inserted files can live forever.

Samsara [CN03] enforces fairness by charging peers storage space in the form of a
claim, which can be replaced by real data when needed. The transfer of claims doubles
the space and bandwidth required to store data. Claims can be forwarded to form chains or
cycles to improve space efficiency. Since cycles can only be formed by chance, chains can
grow to $O(N)$, where $N$ is the size of the overlay network (they witnessed a chain consisting
of over $3/4$ of the nodes in their experiment). In this case, a single failure could cause a
majority of nodes to lose data, casting doubts on the scalability of the system.
Cooper and Garcia-Molina considered p2p trading for a small number of storage sites and proposed algorithms on peer selection so as to increase global reliability [CGM02b]. Subsequently they described how auction and bidding could work, and examined policies for deciding when to call an auction and how much to bid [CGM02a].

**Economics**

Fehr and Gächter's study considered an economic game where selfishness was feasible but could easily be detected [FG02]. When their human test subjects were given the opportunity to spend their money to punish selfish peers, they did so, resulting in a system with less selfish behaviors. This result helps justify that users will be willing to pay the costs of random audits. See also Chapter 4 where we model the economics behavior of agents participating in p2p storage systems.

### 2.7 Summary

This chapter has considered three architectures for achieving fair storage sharing of resources in p2p systems. Experimental results indicate that auditing has small overheads and is scalable to large numbers of files and nodes. In practice, auditing provides incentives, allowing us to benefit from its increased resistance to collusion and bribery attacks.
Chapter 3

Bandwidth-Constraining Systems

In this chapter, we consider the problem of p2p systems where many users wish to download objects, and bandwidth, particularly for the nodes providing the objects, is the limiting resource. If users can consume the system’s resources without providing any of their own, they absolutely will. For example, Adar and Huberman found that 70% of Gnutella nodes were sharing no objects, and nearly 50% of responses were served by 1% of the hosts [AH00]. While Chapter 2 discussed how we can provide incentives to store data, we also need to provide incentives to serve it, thereby avoiding freeloading situations.

This chapter contains joint work with Animesh Nandi and Atul Singh.

3.1 Overview

We assume there are two types of nodes. Good nodes fetch objects and follow the system’s design to serve them. Freeloaders also fetch objects, but never serve any. Nodes do not know in advance the type of each other. The goal of our design is to worsen the service received by freeloaders without effecting that of good nodes.

Fundamentally, there are two simple constants that a node can measure between itself and every node with which it has a relationship: the number of objects (or bytes or some other globally-specified block size) sent and the number of objects received. The difference of these two numbers says something about the debt or credit that a node has with its peer. Likewise, the total number of objects that a node has received from a peer measures the confidence that a node has in its peer. As such, two nodes that have been sharing objects for a long time might have low debt and high confidence in each other. Note that confidence is not symmetric. In particular, when a freeloader exploits a good node, the confidence of
the good node in the freeloader would be low, whereas the reverse would be high.

A low-overhead accounting mechanism would have every node maintain a table of all nodes with which it has exchanged data. For each entry, a node maintains the debt/credit and the confidence values it has in its peers. No distributed auditing of these pairwise debt lists is necessary, as every node is maintaining this information locally for its own benefit. Likewise, there exists no opportunity for a freeloader to introduce fraudulent data into other nodes’ tables. If a node is asked to transmit an object to a receiver who is already deeply in debt, the node may refuse to service that request.

3.2 Design details

We choose to update the debt and confidence values only when a node fetches an object from another node. In other words, we count data traffic but not control traffic (e.g., request forwarding). While refusing data traffic can be a sensible thing to do when the sender has no incentive, refusing control traffic could partition or otherwise reduce the reliability of the p2p overlay. If a node refuses to forward any control traffic, its peer may conclude that the node is unresponsive, and simply remove it from the p2p overlay. A full study of incentives in p2p control traffic is beyond the scope of this thesis, although Daswani et al. [DGM02] examined mechanisms to limit the effectiveness of using flooding queries for denial-of-service attacks.

3.2.1 Pairwise trade

The debt and confidence values can be used by good nodes to discriminate freeloaders from other good nodes, allowing them to refuse service to freeloaders. An obvious policy would be setting a debt threshold. Requests would be honored unless the debt would go beyond the debt threshold. This debt threshold might be increased dynamically as a function of the confidence value, giving more slack to peers that have performed well over time.

In general, a node has no incentive to serve an object to a node with which it has no prior relationship. Imagine a mature node (having lived in the system for a long time) A
that has served many objects to other nodes, and thus many nodes will be indebted to A and would honor requests from A. However, if A wants to read an object from a node Z, who does not happen to owe A anything, how can A leverage the credit it already has to obtain the object? We solve this problem by transitive trading.

3.2.2 Transitive trade

Transitive trade allows a node to take advantage of its earned credit to obtain objects from nodes which might otherwise refuse to serve it. It works by identifying a debt-based path from itself to a node that has the desired object. In a debt-based path, each node in the path has credit with the next node it has a relationship with, and is below the debt threshold of the next node. Locating such debt-based path can be done by debt-based routing.

Debt-based routing (DBR). P2p substrates like Pastry support locality-based routing based on an arbitrary locality metric, typically related to the network delay measured between any two nodes, to achieve low latency paths. DBR uses debt instead of delay to choose the next routing hop. Such a route will not necessarily be optimal in terms of minimizing the network latency from source to destination, but it will increase the likelihood of finding a debt-based path to realize a transitive trade. The debt-based routing table, which is used to support DBR, consists of all the nodes with which the local node has a relationship.

If the debt-based routing table does not contain an entry for a given prefix, our DBR lookup will instead choose the most appropriate node from the remaining nodeIds in the table. This has the potential to result in routes longer than $O(\log N)$. Our simulations indicate that longer routes are rarely used. Furthermore, missing entries in the routing table will cause some DBR lookups to fail to identify a path from source to destination. The system will retry the DBR lookups by taking a different first routing hop to a node with which the local node has a relationship. Our simulations indicate a small number of retries are sufficient to satisfy most requests. Section 3.3.2 discusses these simulation results in more detail.
In theory, once we have identified one of these debt-based paths, we could conceivably rearrange all the debts such that the destination node now owes something not to its predecessor in the route, but instead to the source of the route. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. A series of debts, where $B$ owes $A$, $C$ owes $B$, and so forth until $Z$ owes its predecessor could be replaced with a direct debt from $Z$ to $A$. Every node in the chain has an incentive to perform this debt swap, since a debt to a neighbor could be forgiven without actually transmitting any bulk object data over the network.

**Transitive trade protocol.** To make debt swapping work, we need a protocol that is robust against any node in the trading chain cheating, attempting to cancel a debt that it owes without giving up the debt owed to it by the next node in the trading chain. Rather than trying to perform some kind of complex cryptographic commitment protocol, we take an incremental approach. We assume that $Z$ has an object that $A$ wishes to download. This object is large enough to be decomposed into a large number of smaller fixed-size blocks, perhaps on the order of 50–100 kbytes. $A$ routes a message through the trading chain to $Z$ requesting a specific block. $Z$ transmits the block directly over the underlying network to $A$. $A$ then transmits subsequent block requests along the same trading chain. Intermediate nodes can incrementally adjust their debt and credit tables when they forward these requests.

If any party in the trade refuses to pass along the control traffic, then the data traffic will stop as well; the party dropping the request will get at most one “free” block. $A$
might choose to keep several requests outstanding, perhaps to fetch non-overlapping blocks concurrently from multiple replicas, with the risk of incurring more loss if some nodes in the p2p overlay drop their control traffic. If A pays a bounty to the intermediate nodes, perhaps spaced out over the duration of its download from Z, the incentive to collect the bounties will outweigh the incentive to cheat the protocol.

**Debt-based path length.** It is preferable to have short debt-based paths, as they are more efficient in terms of both time and bandwidth. Moreover, such paths would be less vulnerable to malicious nodes disrupting the transitive trade. Therefore, it will be worthwhile to make numerous probes through the debt-based routing tables to identify such paths. Greater searching effort will result in more efficient trades at the expense of additional control traffic.

### 3.2.3 Node bootstrapping

When a new node joins the system, it has no debts and no credits. Unless other nodes in the system offer some form of altruism, nobody will be willing to honor requests from this new node to read an object. To address this, we see two possible approaches: limited altruism or probationary period with limited privileges. Our design borrows concepts from both approaches.

Systems like BitTorrent [Coh03] altruistically allocate a limited amount of every node's bandwidth to answer requests, regardless of the debt a node may have accumulated. While this altruism helps bootstrap a system, it also creates opportunities for freeloading that we wish to avoid. By having a dynamically adjusted threshold (see Section 3.2.4), we hope to have the benefits of BitTorrent’s altruism without its opportunity for freeloading.

Systems like Tangler [WM01] force new nodes into a probationary mode where they service the requests of other nodes, but have no opportunity to make their own requests for system services. Tangler requires all data in the system to be republished every two weeks and was never meant to scale to support millions of nodes. However, we can achieve
a similar probationary effect for very little cost by leveraging the replication that already occurs in p2p storage systems like PAST. When a new node joins the system, it is required to replicate a set of objects where it is a member of that object’s replica set. The pre-existing members of the replica set have an incentive to replicate their home objects to the new node, providing the load-balancing and availability guarantees normally associated with p2p systems. Object replication becomes the new node’s avenue to acquire credit toward several nodes which might be requesting those objects. It can then leverage these credits to get objects that it needs. The recent study on Kazaa traces showed that the popularity of objects is often short lived and the most popular objects tend to be recently born ones [GDS+03]. Thus, object replications would give a chance to new nodes to store newly born and probably more popular objects, thereby accumulate some credits for it to start requesting objects.

3.2.4 Self-adjusting debt threshold

Limited altruism allows new nodes to bootstrap while ensuring that freeloaders only get a limited number of objects. However, it raises the concern of whether the performance of good nodes will also be effected. Debt thresholds may result in a good node’s request being denied by another good node due to a temporary asymmetry in the request distribution. Setting a high debt threshold would alleviate this problem, yet it could potentially be exploited by freeloaders.

More formally, we must set the debt threshold to minimize the probability that a good node is denied of service by another good node. The distribution of requests between two good nodes, if random, should resemble the distribution of heads versus tails in random coin flips [Han91].

Imagine a fair coin is tossed 2n times. Let D be the absolute difference between the number of heads and tails obtained. The probability distribution of D is given by

\[
P(D = 2k) = \begin{cases} 
(\frac{1}{2})^{2n} \binom{2n}{n} & k = 0 \\
2 (\frac{1}{2})^{2n} \binom{2n}{n+k} & k = 1, 2, \ldots 
\end{cases}
\]
The expectation value is
\[
\langle D_n \rangle = \frac{n \times C_n^{2n}}{2^{2n-1}}
\]
which can be closely approximated by \(2 \sqrt{n/\pi}\). Essentially, this means that the expected "debt" between any two nodes (the difference between the number of requests in two directions) should be proportional to the square root of the total requests between them. For large \(n\), the debt can be closely approximated by a normal distribution with standard deviation proportional to \(\sqrt{n}\).

Each coin toss can be considered to be an object request between a pair of good nodes, with the coin determining which side made the request. Over time, the expected value of the debt would still grow proportionally to the square root of the number of requests. This implies that no matter how high we set the debt threshold, it is expected that any constant debt threshold between good nodes would be exceeded over time.

Instead, we set the debt threshold proportional to the square root of the confidence value, compensating for these expected debts. Good nodes can still obtain objects from each other even if they have incurred small debts, building up a mutual trust over time, yet freeloaders will not benefit much from the limited altruism. By adjusting the constant factor, we can limit the probability of any one pair of nodes exceeding the debt threshold to arbitrarily small.

### 3.2.5 Relationship throttling

Unfortunately, as the number of nodes in the p2p system grows, the amount of available altruism might still be sufficient for freeloaders to exploit. Limited altruism, alone, is insufficient to prevent freeloaders. We also need some mechanism to limit the rate at which a freeloader can exploit the available altruism in the system by continuously forming new relationships.

Mature nodes with excess credit can easily find debt-based paths to any other node. As such, they have no incentive to accumulate more credit by altruistically sending objects to nodes with which the sender has no debt. The incentives are much different for new
nodes. Unlike mature nodes, new nodes want to acquire credit to redeem later; they have an incentive to allow other nodes to fetch objects from them.

More generally, we can define the quality of service (QoS) that a node experiences to be equal to the inverse of the running average of the number of retries necessary for its object fetch requests to succeed (more retries implies lower QoS). When a node's QoS is high, it will have no interest in accepting a request from a node with which it does not have pre-existing relationship. When a node's QoS is low, it wants to accept new connections.

Using such a QoS metric, good nodes will start out accepting all connections. Once their QoS becomes satisfactory, they can subsequently refuse new connections. Freeloaders will only be able to get service from good nodes during the brief window while they are new but have not yet reached a desirable QoS level.

### 3.3 Experiments

In this section, we present some simulation results of our bandwidth-constraining design. Nodes may go offline, but they maintain their debt-based routing table when they return again. Objects are replicated using PAST's replication strategy. When an object request is rejected, nodes will retry for a fixed number of times, each time using a different route. Each node also has a fixed, 1024-object soft cache to store objects it has previously requested. This cache can be used by the node to serve any request it sees for those objects. Each node also maintains the debt-based routing table, containing nodes with which the node has dealt with in the past. The debt-based routing tables are persistent across node departures, i.e., a node remembers its table when it returns into the system, and other nodes remember a node even if it has left the system for a while.

In this section, we try to answer the following questions:

- How effective is debt-based routing with transitive trading?
- How does the self-adjusting debt threshold compare with static debt threshold?
- How effective are debt thresholds against freeloaders?
• How effective is relationship throttling?

3.3.1 Workload model

P2p file sharing systems represent the class of systems in which bandwidth is the constraining resource. We use the model described by Gummadi et al. [GDS+03] to generate workloads. This model, derived from Kazaa traces, captures the fetch-at-most-once behavior and the importance of new objects and new clients in typical p2p file sharing applications.

Based on this model, we choose the following parameters: number of nodes online $C = 800$, number of objects $O = 40,000$, request rate per node $\lambda_R = 50$, object arrival rate $\lambda_O = 12$, and node arrival rate $\lambda_C = 5$ (the units are nodes or objects per unit of simulated time). Each object is initially replicated to three nodes. We assume that there is a fixed pool of 1,000 distinct nodes, out of which 800 are online at any time. Nodes that go online/offline are chosen randomly. Each simulation considers about 200 units of simulated time.

3.3.2 Debt based routing with transitive trading

We first evaluate the effectiveness of debt-based routing, transitive trading, and retries. For a system consisting of only good nodes, we fix the debt threshold to 3 and 5 requests, and measure the fraction of requests denied. Figure 3.2 shows the results of five different policies. As expected, debt-based routing, increasing debt thresholds, and allowing failed requests to be retried all increase the odds of a request ultimately succeeding. Combining all three techniques gives the greatest benefit.

Debt-based routing appears to offer a clear benefit, but increased debt thresholds and allowing request retries have costs associated with them. Larger debt thresholds give more opportunity for freeloaders to take advantage of the system. We discuss techniques to limit this in Section 3.3.3. Request retries generate additional messaging traffic in the p2p system. Figure 3.3 shows how increasing numbers of retries have diminishing returns on the odds of successfully retrieving an object. Although 5% of the requests are not served
Figure 3.2: Request denial rate for different trading policies.

Figure 3.3: Cumulative retry distribution for requests with transitive trading using DBR and a debt threshold of 3 requests.
even after 10 retries, nearly 90% are satisfied within three retries.

From the results, it appears that transitive trading does not reduce request denial rate at all. However, by increasing the number of attempts and relaxing the hop selection in DBR, we observed that DBR is able to reduce the denial rate from 15% to 4% (for 10 retries and DT = 3). From Figure 3.3, we also observe that DBR converges fast in finding debt-based paths as after 4 attempts, more than 90% of requests are successful.

Although relaxing the hop selection in DBR can cause increased path lengths, we observe that the average path length was only 2.1. The path length distribution was as follows: 21.6% of paths were of length 1, 54.5% of length 2 and 22.2% of length 3. The maximum observed debt-based path length was 11. Note that if we had used normal Pastry routing instead of DBR, for Pastry with N = 800 nodes, the expected path length would be approximately 2.26.

### 3.3.3 Static and dynamic debt thresholds

Section 3.2.4 showed, analytically, that debt thresholds should grow with the square root of the confidence that nodes have in their peers rather than being fixed constants. To verify this, we experimentally compared constant debt thresholds of 1, 3, and 5 requests with a dynamic mechanism. Figure 3.4 shows the request denial rates for these schemes. A low debt threshold clearly causes a high request denial rate. The dynamic threshold scheme causes an initially higher failure rate than the larger fixed thresholds, as would be expected, yet as the simulation progresses, the failure rate of the dynamic scheme seems to grow slower than the static schemes. Note that it is not a reasonable choice to set the debt threshold to an arbitrarily high constant, as it could be exploited by freeloaders.

### 3.3.4 Freeloaders

Next, we will introduce freeloaders into our simulation. Freeloaders make requests based on our model, similar to good nodes, but they always refuse to serve objects. We initially ran our simulations for 40 time units with only good nodes. Subsequently, we introduced
freeloaders to the system. We assume that freeloaders follow the protocol to forward control traffic. Unlike good nodes, however, freeloaders are always online throughout the entire simulation period to make requests. Recall that DBR tables are persistent across node departures, hence a freeloader cannot escape bad service by periodically departing from the system or exploit the limited altruism of good node whenever they rejoin the system after being offline for a while.

Figure 3.5 compares the request denial rate for good nodes to freeloaders over time. We observe that the failure rate starts very low for all nodes. However, after about 20 units of simulated time, the freeloaders begin to experience increasing failure rates. After only 60 units of simulated time, freeloaders will find the majority of their requests rejected by the p2p system. At the same time, good nodes experience a consistently low failure rate.

In addition to denial rates, we also measured the effort spent, which is defined as the average number of requests sent to successfully retrieve an object. Figure 3.6 compares the effort spent of good nodes and freeloaders. We observe that good nodes experience a stable effort spent of approximately 2 (i.e., on average, good nodes succeed after one
Figure 3.5: Request denial rates for good nodes vs. freeloaders.

Figure 3.6: Effort rates for good nodes vs. freeloaders to retrieve an object.
retry). The effort spent for freeloaders rises exponentially in the simulation time. Note that as the request denial rate approaches 1, the effort spent metric approaches infinity, since the number of objects retrieved approaches 0. These points are omitted in Figure 3.6.

Our results show that freeloaders require a rapidly increasing effort to achieve diminishing returns, while still maintaining a high quality of service for good nodes. While we assume uniform request rate in the simulation, it is obvious that if freeloaders increase their request rate, their request denial rates and their effort spent would increase even faster. Debt-based routing and dynamic debt thresholds can be quite effective in limiting the benefits of freelading. Freeloaders still get some benefit when they join the system. However, freeloaders still get some benefit when they join the system. We could tune the system to guarantee that all nodes receive degraded service quality when they join the p2p system, with the quality improving only after the new node has proven its worth. To accomplish this, we will use relationship throttling to further limit the effectiveness of freeloaders.

3.3.5 Relationship throttling

Relationship throttling, described in Section 3.2.5, limits the number of relationship a node maintains. To evaluate its effectiveness, we again run our simulations, adding freelading nodes after 40 time units. By this time, the existing good nodes will have developed mature relationships with one another and will generally refuse service to new nodes.

Figure 3.7 compares the request denial rate for good nodes and freeloaders on systems with and without relationship throttling. When the freeloaders join the system without relationship throttling, their requests experience similar failure rates to good nodes for the first 20 units they are present. However, with relationship throttling, the freeloaders immediately experience a higher request denial rate that is significantly worse than the non-throttled case. (Around time 60 or so, they cross each other, but the denial rates are sufficiently high that their differences are insignificant.) Conversely, relationship throttling has very little effect on good nodes. The request denial rate curves for good nodes, with and without relationship throttling, are indistinguishable.
Figure 3.7: Request denial rates for good nodes and freeloaders, with and without relationship throttling.

Figure 3.8: Effort rates for good nodes and freeloaders, with and without relationship throttling.
In another experiment, we added good nodes, rather than freelloading nodes, on time 40. Within a few time units, their request denial rates dropped to within half a percent of the mature good nodes. This experiment showed that, merely by performing the replication required by PAST, new good nodes can rapidly be accepted into the p2p system.

Finally, we measured the effort spent for good nodes and freeloaders, both with and without relationship throttling. Figure 3.8 shows freeloaders experience increased effort spent from the moment they join the system, with exponential growth in effort spent over the time of the simulation. Thus, relationship throttling requires freeloaders to spend more effort, and is effective even under a Sybil attack. The effort required of good nodes, on the other hand, is barely affected. Relationship throttling does increase the initial effort required by good nodes, but it is not significantly higher than the steady state effort.

3.4 Related work

Bandwidth sharing

BitTorrent [Coh03] facilitates large numbers of nodes all trying to acquire exactly the same file. Every BitTorrent node will have acquired some subset of the file and will trade blocks with other nodes until it has the whole file and can leave the system. In order to bootstrap new nodes into the system, nodes reserve 1/4 of their bandwidth for altruistic service. Nodes that fairly trade their bandwidth will experience a higher quality of service.

GNUnet [Gro03] uses the idea of locally-maintained debit/credit relations in similar fashion to our own work. It also has a similar idea for taking advantage of debt relationships across nodes, comparable to our debt-based routing. As they are more concerned with anonymity than network efficiency, they do not support transmitting objects directly across the network. All traffic goes through the overlay, forcing intermediate nodes to carry the bulk traffic of the object transfer while giving them no particular incentive to do this, save for maintaining their own anonymity.

NICE [LSB03] uses a reputation system where nodes build trust with one another, and
use flooding to search for trust chains to learn the reputation of other nodes. Apart from the efficiency issues with flooding, one trusted node can declare arbitrarily many new nodes to be trusted, potentially resulting in the collapse of the system.

**Reputation and payments**

Resource allocation and accountability problems are fundamental to p2p systems. Dingle-dine et al. [DFM01] surveyed schemes for reputation systems and micropayments.

In reputation systems, if obtaining a new identity is free or cheap, while positive reputation would still be valuable, negative reputation could be shed easily. Friedman and Resnick [FR01] study the case of cheap pseudonym, and argue that suspicion of strangers is costly.

Distributed reputation systems have been proposed under the context of, among others, MIX-Net [DFHM01], Gnutella [CDdV02], and mobile ad-hoc networks [BL02]. Our approach is different from these systems because trust is based purely on locally observable (and thus more trustworthy) information.

Golle et al. [GLBML01] considered centralized p2p systems with micro-payment. They proposed several payment mechanisms and analyzed how various user strategies reach equilibrium within a game theoretic model.

The Eternity Service [And96] includes an explicit notion of electronic cash, with which users can purchase storage space. Once published, a file cannot be deleted, even if requested by the publisher. Salem et al. [SBHJ03] proposed a micro-payment architecture for multi-hop cellular networks.

KARMA [VCS03] keeps track of the resource usage of each participate in the system by a *bank-set* formed by other nodes, similar to our quota managers approach. However, since nodeIds are obtained by generating private keys, an attacker can control its bank-set simply by generating sufficient nodeIds offline.
3.5 Summary

We have presented three mechanisms: dynamic debt thresholds, transitive trade with debt-based routing, and relationship throttling. These mechanisms together make bandwidth-limited p2p file sharing systems robust against freeloaders. While good nodes will experience only modest increases in effort relative to p2p systems without fairness enforcement mechanisms, freeloading nodes will experience exponentially increasing effort and rapidly falling success rates, despite their additional work. Taken together, these mechanisms provide strong incentives for nodes to follow the rules rather than trying to freeloard on the system.
Chapter 4

Economics Behavior

P2p systems introduce a new area of interplay between computer science and economics. Designers of such systems must firmly understand the incentives, preferences, and decision space of participating agents in order to decide the policies and make the system function as well as possible. This chapter considers the preferences of users in a p2p storage system on how storage might be allocated and reserved among nodes. This model would provide insight on how users would participate in the system and, more importantly, how the system should be designed to suit the users’ preferences.

This chapter is based on joint work with Andrew C. Fuqua [FNW03].

4.1 Introduction

P2p networks provide a new platform for distributed applications, allowing users to share their computational, storage, and networking resources with their peers to the benefit of every participant. Most p2p system designs focus on traditional systems problems including scalability, load-balancing, fault-tolerance, and so forth. However, many systems tend to assume that all users in the system are running “official” software, whereas users have a clear self-interest in modifying their software if it allows them to consume the network’s resources without contributing any of their own. P2p systems must be designed to take user incentives and rationalities into consideration [FS02, Pap01, SP03]. Given rational user behavior, we can then study the overall economic behavior of such systems. How will these systems evolve over time? How should the parameters of the system, such as the degree of object replication, be chosen when different users have different ideas about these parameters’ optimal values?
\[ H_i: \quad [L_i \quad S_i \quad N_i = k_is_i \quad R_i = \lambda k_is_i] \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(H_i)</td>
<td>total hard drive space of the agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_i)</td>
<td>agent’s private local space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_i)</td>
<td>local copies of files the agent stores in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_i)</td>
<td>reciprocal space the agent uses for locally storing remote files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_i)</td>
<td>agent’s replication factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_i)</td>
<td>additional local space the agent is required to contribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda)</td>
<td>overhead rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: Hard drive space usage of an agent.

While such parameters could be declared by a central authority, the total utility of the system could possibly be increased if individual utility is taken into account. We address this problem by considering a game theoretic model of p2p storage networks. We consider the preferences, utility functions, and constraints of the agents in the model. This allows us to analyze the economic behavior of the agents and suggest policies for system administrators. Such a model is most relevant to p2p systems, such as distributed backup systems (e.g., Pastiche [CN02]), where storage, not network bandwidth, is the limiting resource.

Similar to traditional file systems, p2p storage performance degrades when the system is operating near its full capacity. Specifically, the probability of successfully inserting a file on the system decreases. However, unlike traditional file systems, users cannot simply purchase larger disks for their local computer to increase system capacity; they must somehow convince remote computers to allocate more space for remote storage. We accomplish this by requiring all nodes to reserve a portion of their storage space to lower the global utilization rate. Chapter 2 considers architectures to meet that goal. Building on those results, we consider the properties of the economic system that develop when “cheating” has been rendered technically infeasible.
4.2 Model

We begin modeling an agent of a node \( i \) by partitioning its hard drive space as shown in Figure 4.1 to implement a “fairness” policy. Each agent may choose its own replication factor \( k_i \), while the overhead rate \( \lambda \) is a system-wide constant. Our agent wishes to store \( S_i \) units of data in the network. In reciprocity, the agent must make available \( N_i = k_i S_i \) units of space for the use of remote nodes plus an additional overhead (or overcapacity) \( R_i = \lambda k_i S_i \). Thus, including \( L_i \) units of private, unshared data, the total disk space usage is

\[
H_i = L_i + S_i + N_i + R_i
\]

\[
= L_i + (1 + k_i (\lambda + 1)) S_i
\]  

(4.1)

The constant \( \lambda \) defines an important aspect of how the system will behave. Higher values of \( \lambda \) increase the efficiency of finding a node with free space to absorb storage requests, at the cost of lower effective capacity in the p2p storage network.

4.2.1 Agent preferences

Initially, we assume that all agents consider \( \lambda \) to be an exogenous variable. The agent then needs only to decide how much of its personal data should be archived on the network (and, thus, how much space it must make available for remote storage). Thus, an agent primarily cares about \( L_i, S_i \) (see Figure 4.1) and \( p_i(\lambda) \): the probability of successfully storing a file. While an agent’s preferences might vary with changes in other values, \( \lambda \) is the only value that must be agreed by all agents. Therefore, we will focus on the importance of \( \lambda \). We start by modeling the utility function of node \( i \) to be \( U_i(L_i, S_i, p_i(\lambda)) \). We expect \( U_i \) to be a three good Cobb-Douglas utility function because the utility-maximizing values of the arguments should all be non-zero.* For instance, an extremely large amount of completely unreliable remote space (i.e., \( p_i(\lambda) = 0 \)) would be useless for backups. In general, zeros

*For background reading in economics, consult the utility theory or consumer behavior section of a microeconomics textbook such as Varian [Var92, Ch. 7].
for any argument to the utility function represent degenerate cases (e.g., when an agent is providing no space for remote storage) that are uninteresting in practice.

From equation (4.1), \( L_i = H_i - c_i S_i \) where \( c_i = 1 + k_i(\lambda + 1) \). We can now write the utility function as

\[
U_i (L_i, S_i, p_i(\lambda)) = L_i^\alpha S_i^\beta (p_i(\lambda))^\gamma \quad \text{where} \quad \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1
\]

\[
= (p_i(\lambda))^\gamma \left( (H_i - c_i S_i)^\alpha S_i^\beta \right)
\]

\[
\log\left( (H_i - c_i S_i)^\alpha S_i^\beta \right) = \alpha \log(H_i - c_i S_i) + \beta \log S_i
\]  (4.2)

Since \((p_i(\lambda))^\gamma\) is a constant with respect to the other arguments, maximizing equation (4.2) or (4.3) will also maximize \(U_i\). The first order conditions for maximizing equation (4.3) imply that

\[
\frac{\beta}{S_i} = \frac{\alpha c_i}{H_i - c_i S_i}.
\]

By rearranging the terms, we have

\[
\frac{\beta}{S_i} = \frac{(\alpha + \beta)c_i}{H_i},
\]

and thus

\[
S_i = \frac{\beta H_i}{c_i(\alpha + \beta)} \quad \text{and} \quad L_i = \frac{\alpha H_i}{\alpha + \beta}. \quad (4.4)
\]

We can now express an agent's preferences through an indirect utility function \(v_i(\lambda)\), which gives the highest utility available to an agent for a given \(\lambda\). By substituting (4.4) into (4.2), we obtain

\[
v_i(\lambda) = (p_i(\lambda))^\gamma \left( \frac{\alpha H_i}{\alpha + \beta} \right)^\alpha \left( \frac{\beta H_i}{\alpha + \beta} \right)^\beta \left( \frac{1}{1 + k_i(\lambda + 1)} \right)^\beta.
\]

All terms without \(\lambda\) are constant and can thus be collectively represented by \(m\).

\[
v_i(\lambda) = \frac{(p_i(\lambda))^\gamma}{(1 + k_i(\lambda + 1))^\beta} \cdot m
\]  (4.5)

Before further analyzing the properties of \(v_i\) we will model the successfulness function \(p_i(\lambda)\).
4.2.2 Successfulness function

Recall that $R_i = \lambda k_i S_i$ and the space $R_i$ provides a buffer which helps maintain free space that is approximately uniformly distributed throughout the network. It is clear that for a constant $S_i$, a larger buffer (or equivalently a larger $\lambda$) lowers the failure rate when storing objects in a p2p storage network, assuming that file insertion is considered as failed after a fixed number of retries. Section 4.4 shows experimentally that the distributions of the successfulness function can be approximated by

$$p_i(\lambda) = 1 - e^{-t\lambda}$$

for some fixed parameter $t$, where $t$ depends negatively on the average size of the files stored. As the amount of free space in the system decreases, larger files will become more difficult to store than smaller files. Conversely, as $\lambda$ increases, the probability of success will increase, but with diminishing returns. Other variables will affect the general successfulness, including the replication factor $k_i$ and how many times a failed storage request might be retried before the system aborts the request. As a general rule, successfulness can always be increased at a cost of additional storage and/or communication overhead.

4.2.3 Properties of the indirect utility function

Now that we have a model for $p_i(\lambda)$, we can examine the properties of $v_i(\lambda)$ as in equation (4.5). We show that preferences with respect to $\lambda$ are single-peaked. In other words, $v_i(\lambda) = (1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma / (1 + k_i(\lambda + 1))^{\beta}$ has a single maximum.

In Figure 4.2 we plot $v_i(\lambda)$ against $\lambda$ with different parameters. It provides only visual evidence of the single-peakededness of $v_i(\lambda)$. A formal proof is shown in Appendix A.

Figure 4.2 was plotted using varied parameter values, but for most reasonable values, the peaks of $v_i$ occur for $\lambda \in [0.3, 1.5]$. When $\gamma$ was given an extraordinarily high value, the peak of $v_i(\lambda)$ shifted well to the right. Since $\gamma$ is the weight in the utility function for the probability of successfully storing a file, it follows that the utility-maximizing $\lambda$ for nodes desiring to store remote files easily would be larger than the $\lambda$ for nodes that
Figure 4.2: The single-peakedness of $v_i(\lambda)$ with different values of $(k_i, t, \alpha, \beta, \gamma)$.

primarily value having more space available for local storage. We also observe that the indirect utility function is always strictly concave up to the peak, which means that there is decreasing marginal utility of $\lambda$.

4.3 Implications

In this section, we use our model to reason about rational behaviors for both agents and administrators of p2p storage systems.

4.3.1 Agent participation

Assuming that several storage networks exist, each with possibly differing $\lambda_s$ values, agents will join the storage network whose parameters best suit the agent's own preferences. It is unlikely that an agent will find a $\lambda_s$ which exactly equals its own desirable $\lambda^*$, but with several storage systems to choose from, agents can evaluate and rationally choose to participate in the system closest to their preferences. (The alternative, of course, is to refuse to
participate.)

As such, agents with similar preferences for λ will tend to band together. By clustering in this fashion, agents contribute their resources to form a system with the desired level of success and, in effect, create a public good. For example, an agent with a preference for low overhead (and success) would not join a high overload network because the agent would rather allocate its disk space for its private use rather than to the extra reserve space mandated by the higher λ. In other words, disutility is created by joining a non-optimal network. If the disutility is large enough the agent will refuse to participate at all, thus creating a market for another storage system that better suits the needs of that agent.

4.3.2 Administration

P2p systems are fundamentally designed to limit or entirely remove the role of centralized administration. Regardless, the presence of such administration can help provide a rendezvous point for new agents to determine which of many existing storage networks best suit the agent’s preferences.

We also argue that a central administrator can conduct surveys of agent preferences, allowing for one or more networks to be defined to best match the expressed preferences of individual agents. If only a single system is to be established, economic voting principles suggest that the median of the agents’ revealed preference variables should be chosen by the administrator, as this implies that no majority wants to increase or decrease the chosen value [Var92, Section 23.6]. Agents will truthfully reveal their preferences if they know the administrator employs this policy [Var95]. If the administrator finds that establishing clusters would benefit participants, it can partition the voting agents roughly according to their preferences and choose the median of the revealed preferences of the agents in each partition. Truthful revelation increases the likelihood that the administrator will define a storage system closer to that agent’s optimal preferences, whereas lying means the agent might find itself assigned to a storage system that actually increases its disutility.

Of course, once agents join a system and begin exchanging data with one another, a
mechanism such as the auditing described in Chapter 2 becomes necessary to guarantee that no agent is freeloading. The central administrator does not need to be involved in this auditing process, except perhaps acting as a “court” to which a node might bring evidence of another node’s freeloading behavior.

4.4 Successfulness vs. overhead

In section 4.2, we modeled storage successfulness $p_i(\lambda)$, as a function of the overhead rate $\lambda$. This section presents simulation results to determine the exact shape of $p_i(\lambda)$.

We constructed a PAST system with 10,000 nodes, each contributing storage space chosen from a truncated normal distribution from 2 to 200GB, with an average of 50GB. First, each node stores as many file as their quota permits. Then we attempt to store additional files into the overlay network and record the probability of an eventual storage success. The result, as well as the best fit curves of the form $1 - e^{-t\lambda}$, are shown in Figure 4.3. As
expected, the figure shows that \( p_i(\lambda) \) increases with smaller file sizes and higher \( \lambda \). It also shows that \( 1 - e^{-i\lambda} \) is a close approximation of \( p_i(\lambda) \) measured by our simulations.

### 4.5 Related work

The field of Mechanism Design (MD) has existed formally for thirty years. The goal is to design the rules of interaction between agents so that their selfish, or self-interested, behavior produces some outcome deemed desirable by the designer. Classically, MD has been applied to auction theory, among other economic systems. More recently, as the view of computers as agents has become more prevalent, MD has also been applied in computational settings [Var95].

Nisan and Ronen [NR99] applied MD to solve some problems that might arise from agents manipulating algorithms to serve their own interest. Distributed Algorithmic Mechanism Design [FS02] applies MD specifically in a distributed setting and has as goals both computational tractability and incentive compatibility. It has been used to solve network problems related to multicast transmissions [FPS01], efficient routing [FPSS02], and most recently p2p systems [SP03].

We described a voting process where agents reach agreement on parameters for their shared system. The game-theoretic aspect of voting is an active research area for both economics and artificial intelligence. Voting and decision-making of distributed agents is discussed in Sandholm [San99].

Golle et al. [GLBML01] modeled centralized p2p systems with small incremental payments between agents. They proposed several payment mechanisms and analyzed how various user strategies reach equilibrium within a game theoretic model.

### 4.6 Summary

This chapter presents an economic model of the resources and preferences of agents in p2p storage networks. By analyzing the model, specifically the indirect utility function, we
observe that an agent has a single-peaked preference for the storage overhead rate $\lambda$. This implies that agents with similarly optimal $\lambda$ values will have an incentive to cluster together and to reveal their preferences to a centralized administrator who can orchestrate this clustering. We expect this clustering will also work for other system parameters, including the degree of object replication.
Chapter 5

Future Work

This thesis has described a number of fair sharing mechanisms in p2p file sharing systems. Similar mechanisms are also needed for other applications. One application we plan to look at is p2p multicast. While it is in some sense similar to the bandwidth-constraining problem in file sharing systems, counting debts probably would not work well on a static multicast overlay topology. A more application-specific mechanism may be required.

A more fundamental incentives problem is the p2p substrates themselves. P2p systems are made possible by relying on peers forwarding messages for each other. However, due to malice or self-interest, it is entirely possible that some peers may choose to not follow the messaging passing protocol completely. In particular, they may refuse to forward messages that they cannot benefit from. Secure routing [CDG+02] circumvents this problem by detecting failures and employing redundancy. It would be desirable, however, if the p2p substrates can be designed in such a way that forwarding messages is made incentives-compatible.

Conclusions. We have presented architectures for ensuring that nodes in p2p systems have economic incentives to share their storage and bandwidth resources with their peers in order to satisfy their own needs. Our storage incentives solution, requiring nodes to perform random audits on each other's published resource usage lists, has extremely low bandwidth overhead and scales nicely to large systems. Our bandwidth incentives solution only requires nodes to track their individual pair-wise debts and uses routing, based on dynamically varying debts, with a retry mechanism, to guarantee a high likelihood of success in finding a node willing to transmit a desired file, while simultaneously limiting
the ability of freeloaders to benefit from the altruism of good nodes. In combination, these mechanisms can allow p2p systems of arbitrary scale to ensure that all nodes in the system contribute resources for the benefit of all. By analyzing the economics model of the resources and preferences of individuals, we show how one can solicit and choosing global parameters to adjust the system and improve the overall utility.
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Appendix A

Single-peakedness proof

In this appendix we prove the following theorem on the single-peakedness of \( v_i(\lambda) \).

**Theorem.** For positive constants \( k_i, t, \beta, \) and \( \gamma \), the function

\[
v_i(\lambda) = \frac{(1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma}{(1 + k_i(\lambda + 1))^\beta}
\]

is single-peaked w.r.t. \( \lambda \) for \( \lambda \geq 0 \).

**Proof.** We prove by showing that for \( \lambda \geq 0 \), the sign of the first derivative of \( v_i(\lambda) \) changes exactly once, and it is from positive to negative. For notational convenience, let \( z = k_i + 1 \).

Then

\[
v_i(\lambda) = \frac{(1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma}{(k_i\lambda + z)^\beta}
\]

\[
dv_i(\lambda) = \frac{d}{d\lambda} \left[ \frac{(1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma}{(k_i\lambda + z)^\beta} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{(1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma}{(k_i\lambda + z)^\beta} \left[ \frac{\gamma te^{-t\lambda}}{(1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma} - \frac{\beta k_i}{(k_i\lambda + z)^{\beta-1}} \right]
\]

\[
= v_i(\lambda) \left[ \frac{\gamma te^{-t\lambda}}{(1 - e^{-t\lambda})^\gamma} - \frac{\beta k_i}{(k_i\lambda + z)^{\beta-1}} \right]
\]

\[
= v_i(\lambda) \left[ \frac{\gamma t e^{-t\lambda}}{(\lambda + 1)^{\beta-1}} - \frac{\beta k_i}{(k_i\lambda + z)^{\beta-1}} \right]
\]

Let \( \Phi(\lambda) = \gamma t (k_i\lambda + z) - \beta k_i (e^{t\lambda} - 1) \). Since \( v_i(\lambda) \), \((e^{t\lambda} - 1)\), and \((k_i\lambda + z)\) are all positive, we only need to show that \( \Phi(\lambda) \) changes its sign exactly once, and the sign changes from positive to negative. First we note that \( \Phi(0) = \gamma tz > 0 \). The derivative of \( \Phi(\lambda) \) is

\[
\Phi'(\lambda) = k_i t (\gamma - \beta e^{t\lambda})
\]
Solving $\Phi'(\lambda) = 0$ for $\lambda$, we obtain $\lambda = \frac{1}{i} \ln\left(\frac{\gamma}{\beta}\right)$. It is easy to verify that $\Phi'(\lambda) > 0$ for $\lambda < \frac{1}{i} \ln\left(\frac{\gamma}{\beta}\right)$, and $\Phi'(\lambda) < 0$ for $\lambda > \frac{1}{i} \ln\left(\frac{\gamma}{\beta}\right)$. Thus, $\Phi(\lambda)$ is positive at $\lambda = 0$, increasing until $\lambda = \frac{1}{i} \ln\left(\frac{\gamma}{\beta}\right)$ (if $\gamma > \beta$), and then decreasing. In other words, $v_i(\lambda)$ is single-peaked for $\lambda \geq 0$. □